
NOTES:

TODAY I AM
GRATEFUL FOR: TODAY'S MANTRA

DATE:LIVING AREAS
Inspiration ~ can you think of three items
you can feature in your living areas?

Intention ~ how do you want this space to
feel? (e.g. warm, curated, clean, efficient, fun)

Habits ~ what new practices are you willing
to implement?

Maintain ~ how can you involve your family
to upkeep the solutions you created?

Divide the Living Areas into Zones:

Frequency of Use

Gather | Toss | Implement | Label 

Curate - 

Mail Processing (command center)
Outdoor garments/accessories
Bag landing spot
Entertainment
Relaxation
Games/Toys
Pets

convenient and accessible
storage without lids - solutions set up for easy use

High (anything that is used daily or weekly)

stored in a solution that can be accessed when
needed (possibly stacked)
hidden storage (tables, units, ottomans, desks, bins)

Low (rarely used or a few times a month)

Gather - grouping items in 3's is appealing to the eye

Toss - removing anything that you have outgrown

Implement - storage solutions that maximize space

Label - communicate and identify where items go

display items that are in alignment and special to you
and the people you share a space with
frame favourite photos, select art that brings up
specific emotions you intend the room to have
choose colours and materials that speak to the space
(keeping a neutral palette for large areas - walls,
couch, rugs) add colour with accessories, pillows, art,
flowers, plants

YOU CAN LET GO OF THESE:
Outgrown outerwear 
Unused entertainment devices
Games with missing pieces that cannot
be replaced
Broken umbrellas 
Decor that no longer serves you
Books & magazines that can move on
Slumped throw pillows that cannot be
saved (maybe used elsewhere)
Pictures/Art that no longer speak to you
Old lighting that does not create the
vibe you are aiming for
Empty candles or diffusers
Old blankets that are no longer used


